We study under what conditions the quantum adiabaticity is maintained in a many-body system consisting of a one-dimensional fluid and an impurity particle dragged through the latter by an external force. This question is directly related to the conditions for the emergence and the nature of quasi-Bloch oscillations of the impurity. We employ an effective theory describing the low-energy sector of the system to derive the time dependence of the adiabaticity figure of merit -the adiabatic fidelity. We find that in order to maintain adiabaticity in a large system the external force, FN , should vanish with the system size, N , as 1/N or faster. This improves the necessary adiabatic condition FN = O(1/ log N ) obtained for this system earlier [1]. Our results imply that experimental demonstration of quasi-Bloch oscillations in the adiabatic regime can be quite challenging.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum adiabatic theorem is a fundamentally important result in the theory of quantum systems with time-dependant Hamiltonians. In essence, it states that a system initially prepared in an instantaneous eigenstate of a Hamiltonian remains arbitrarily close to the (timeevolving) instantaneous eigenstate provided the ramp rate (i.e. the rate of change of the Hamiltonian) is slow enough [2, 3] . When it comes to applying the adiabatic theorem in practice, the key question to be addressed is how slow "slow enough" is. While this question can be exhaustively answered for a simple two-level system [4, 5] , it becomes complicated for many-body systems and/or for continuous quantum systems with infinitedimensional Hilbert spaces. Although numerous sufficient conditions for adiabaticity are known (see the pioneering work [6] and the review [7] ), they often prove to be inapplicable for continuous quantum systems due to the divergence of operator norms entering these conditions. Recently a necessary condition for adiabaticity have been proven [8] which is free from this shortcoming and is well-suited for applying to many-body systems. Anyway, any adiabatic condition, whether sufficient or necessary, provides only a bound on the driving rate, without an indication how tight this bound is.
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The quantum adiabatic theorem has been used to predict a spectacular many-body phenomenon -quasi-Bloch oscillations of a mobile impurity pulled by a weak force through a translation-invariant one-dimensional (1D) quantum fluid [9] [10] [11] . The reasoning of refs. [9] [10] [11] goes as follows. In one dimension (1D) the ground state energy of an arbitrarily interacting impurity-fluid system as 1 One could imagine that both sufficient and necessary condition are available and provide bounds which are close to each other. In practice, however, such a fortunate occurences are rare if not extinct, at least in the many-body context. a function of the total momentum is periodic (with the period determined by the number density of the particles of the fluid). Force acting upon the impurity changes the total momentum of the system. If the evolution is adiabatic, the systems remains in the instantaneous ground state. The periodicity of the latter immediately leads to the velocity oscillations. These oscillations are somewhat reminiscent to the Bloch oscillations of a single particle in a periodic potential. However, there are two important differences: (i) intriguingly, quasi-Bloch oscillations occur in the translation-invariant system, in the absence of any external periodic potential and (ii) quasi-Bloch oscillations is a genuinely many-body phenomenon.
The reasoning of refs. [9] [10] [11] implies that quasi-Bloch oscillations is a fairly general phenomenon emerging irrespectively of the properties of the fluid, impurity and their coupling (except trivial noninteracting cases). However, such universality is not confirmed by the detailed analytical study within a specific impurity-fluid model [12, 13] conducted by the present authors: While the oscillations are indeed found in one region of the parameter space of the model, they are absent in a different region [12, 13] .
This controversy has triggered a lively debate [14] [15] [16] [17] . What the conditions are for adiabaticity in the driven impurity-fluid system has become a central question of this debate. Based on general considerations [18] and experience with various gapless many-body systems [19] [20] [21] , one of us has conjectured that the adiabaticity breaks down in thermodynamic limit for any fixed value of the driving force [14] . The authors of Refs. [9, 10] have criticised this conjecture and insisted on adiabaticity in Ref. [15] . They have put forward a model with a severely truncated Hilbert space containing only states with a single elementary excitation of the impurity-fluid system. They have shown that adiabaticity survives in such truncated model in the thermodynamic limit and concluded that the same happens in an original many-body impurity-fluid system [15, 17] . We have objected the lat-ter conclusion in Ref. [16] . We have pointed out that the truncated model does not capture important manybody physics and thus can not be used to judge on the adiabaticity issue [16] .
A major advancement has been achieved after a necessary condition for adiabaticity in many-body systems has been proved [8] . By applying this condition to the impurity-fluid system it has been proven that the adiabaticity does not survive in the thermodynamic limit, unless the driving force F N vanishes with the system size N at least as fast as O(1/ log N ) [1] . This resolves the central conundrum of the debate reviewed above.
The result of refs. [1, 8] , however, leaves open the question what is the true dependence on the system size of the maximal driving force tolerated by adiabaticity. This question has become pressing after damped quasi-Bloch oscillations had been observed experimentally in a finite system with about N ≃ 60 particles [22] . Here we address this question in the framework of an effective theory describing an impurity slowly moving in a 1D quantum fluid [23] [24] [25] . In contrast to the single-excitation model of Ref. [15] , this theory accounts for states with arbitrary number of soft excitations. We find that in order for the impurity to pass a fixed portion of the Brillouin zone adiabatically it is necessary and sufficient that the force scales as 1/N with the system size. This scaling is dramatically faster than the necessary scaling O(1/ log N ) obtained on the basis of the necessary adiabatic condition [1, 8] . This makes the experimental observation of the adiabatic quasi-Bloch oscillations quite challenging.
The paper is organized as follows. After a general discussion of the notion of adiabaticity in Sec. II, we introduce the impurity-fluid system and its effective description in Sec. III. The diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian at a given moment of time is reviewed in Sec. IV. The solution of the full dynamical problem is presented in Sec. V. In Sec. VI the results are presented and their immediate experimental implications are discussed. In Sec. VII we summarize our results and make a couple of concluding remarks. In particular, we briefly discuss the quasi-Bloch oscillations beyond the adiabatic regime. Most of the technicalities are reserved to appendices.
II. ADIABATICITY: FIGURE OF MERIT
We start from introducing the notion of adiabaticity in quantitative terms. Consider a parameter-dependent Hamiltonian H Q , Q being for a moment an abstract parameter. We introduce time dependence in this Hamiltonian by assuming that Q linearly varies with time t, Q = F N t.
At the moment F N is treated merely as another abstract parameter quantifying the dirivng rate. The subscript N in F N indicates that the driving rate may, in general, scale with the system size. For each Q one can define an instantaneous ground state, Φ Q , which is the lowest eigenvalue solution to the Schrödinger's stationary equation,Ĥ
Here E Q is the instantaneous ground state energy. We assume that the ground state is non-degenerate for any Q. The dynamics of the system is governed by the Schrödinger equation, which can be written in a rescaled form as
Here Ψ Q is the state vector of the system which depends on time through the time-dependent parameter Q. Initially, at t = 0 (or, equivalently, at Q = 0), the system is prepared in the instantaneous ground state:
The evolution is called adiabatic as long as the state of the system, Ψ Q , stays close to the instantaneous ground state, Φ Q . To what extent adiabaticity is preserved during the evolution is quantified by the adiabatic fidelity F Q , which is the probability that the evolved state coincides with the instantaneous ground state,
Calculating this figure of merit for the driven impurityfluid system is the main goal of our study. Another useful quantity is the adiabatic mean free path Q * which quantifies how far can the system travel in the parameter space for a given driving rate before the adiabaticity breaks down. We define this quantity as the smallest positive solution of the equation
III. IMPURITY-FLUID SYSTEM
A. Preliminary considerations
An object of our study is a one dimensional many-body system, consisting of a quantum fluid and an impurity particle. A constant external force F N is exerted upon the impurity. The fluid consists of N identical particles, either fermions or bosons. The particles of the fluid interact with the impurity and, in general, with each other.
As a preliminary step, we discuss how to describe a one-body problem of a noninteracting impurity particle pulled by an external force. This can be done conveniently by introducing a time-dependent Hamiltonian
where m is the mass of the impurity,P ≡ −i∂/∂X is the canonical momentum of the impurity and X is the coordinate of the impurity. Periodic boundary conditions with some period L are implied. In this context Q = F N t is the impulse of the force. The interacting impurity-fluid system is described by the microscopic Hamiltonian
whereĤ f is the Hamiltonian of the fluid which includes the kinetic term and the pairwise interactions between the particles of the fluid, andĤ if is the impurity-fluid coupling. We do not specify microscopic Hamiltonianŝ H f andĤ if explicitely since our analysis will be based on an effective low-energy model described in the next section.
A general feature of translation-invariant onedimensional systems described by the Hamiltonian (7) is that eigenenergy as a function of Q is periodic in thermodynamic limit [26] . The period is determined by the number density of particles and, in our case, is given by 2k F up to finite size corrections, where k F ≡ πN/L. The latter quantity sets the typical momentum scale of the problem. For the fluid consisting of noninteracting fermions, k F coinsides with the Fermi momentum. It should be emphasized, however, that in general case we do not ascribe any "fermionic" meaning to k F . In particular, we consider bosonic and fermionic fluids on equal footing. Note that Fermi statistics plays no role in the above-mentioned periodicity of eigenenergies, which is present for bosons as well.
B. Effective Hamiltonian
Under fairly general conditions the low-lying excitations of a one-dimensional quantum fluid can be treated by means of an effective Luttinger liquid theory [27] . This theory can be extended to describe the low-energy sector of the one-dimensional impurity-fluid system (7) [23] [24] [25] 28 ]. This extension is valid for sufficiently small absolute value of the velocity of the impurity, v Q (below we will discuss this condition in more detail). The corresponding effective Hamiltonian reads [23] [24] [25] 28 ]
. (8) Here v s is the sound velocity of the fluid, a † q ,â q are creation and annihilation operators of bosonic excitations of the fluid carrying momentum q,
is the scattering phase which is determined by the impurity-fluid interaction.
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In eq. (8) and throughout the paper the increment in the sums over q equals the momentum quantum δk ≡ 2π/L. For definitness, we employ the ultraviolet cutoff equal to k F , although the exact cutoff value does not enter the final results.
The total canonical momentum
commutes with the Hamiltonian H and therefore is conserved. Its eigenvalue is quantized in units of δk. The canonical momentum should not be confused with the total kinetic momentum,P kin =P tot + Q, which is not quantized and grows linearly with time due to the action of the external force.
In fact, the effective model (8) is well-defined only in a subspace of the Hilbert space corresponding to some eigenvalue P tot of the total canonical momentum. In this subspace the kinetic momentum also has a well-defined, though varying with time, eigenvalue P kin . Effective "constants" v Q , δ + Q and δ − Q are in fact functions of the kinetic momentum, P kin = P tot + Q (and, therefore, notations v P kin , δ + P kin and δ − P kin would be more consistent). We, however, choose to fix P tot and refrain from referring to it explicitly throughout the paper, except the present section and Appendix A. The only importance of the precise value of P tot is to fix v Q , δ
The range of validity of the effective Hamiltonian (8) is a somewhat subtle issue. This Hamiltonian is designed to describe a low-energy sector of the Hilbert space, i.e. an energy shell of a width ∆E P kin above the ground state. The subscript in ∆E P kin indicates that the range of validity of the effective model varies with P kin . In certain cases ∆E P kin is nonzero in the whole Brillouin zone, −k F < P kin < k F , and vanishes only at its ends [23] [24] [25] . In particular, this is the case for an integrable 2 Observe that the definition of v Q is self-consistent in the framework of the model (8):V ≡ i[Ĥ, X] = v Q , i.e. the operator of impurity's velocity,V , is equal to the time-dependent c-number v Q . 3 Strictly speaking, the boson operators aq, a † q might also depend on Q. This subtle issue is a particular instance of a general problem of ambiguity of a connection on the bundle of Hilbert spaces over a space of external parameters which vary in time (see e.g. ref. [29] for a discussion). Following an established practice [23] [24] [25] 28] , we ignore this possible dependence. This is to say, we assume that this dependence is either absent or produces corrections which are subleading for considered ranges of Q (see below). This assumption is supported by an independent analysis within a microscopic integrable model, see Appendix E. model solved by McGuire [30] which is discussed in Appendix E. In other cases, however, the effective model (8) breaks down in a finite portion of the Brillouin zone. In particular, this happens for a sufficiently light impurity weakly interacting with a one-dimensional fluid [14, 31] . In general, one expects that ∆E P kin is nonzero as long as the impurity moves with the velocity below the generalized critical velocity v c ≤ v s which ensures absence of Cherenkov-like radiation [14] . The latter critical velocity is typically on the order of v s . To summarize, to be on the safe side, one can assume
although the actual range of validity of the effective Hamiltonian (8) can be much wider.
IV. INSTANTANEOUS GROUND STATE
The first ingredient required for calculating the adiabatic fidelity F Q is the instantaneous ground state Φ Q of the Hamiltonian (8) . The later can be diagonalized exactly [23] [24] [25] . We describe and discuss the diagonalization procedure and identification of the ground state in the Appendix A. Here we give the final result which reads
and C is a c-number which is omitted in what follows.
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The anti-Hermitian operator W readŝ
where
and the overbar in α q Q and elswhere refers to the complex conjugation.
The ground state ofĤ Q for a fixed total canonical momentum P tot reads
where |vac, P tot ≡ |vac ⊗ |P tot is a product state with |vac being a Fock vacuum with respect to bosonic operatorsâ q and |P tot being the state of impurity with the momentum P tot . 4 In fact, a Q-dependent c-number responsible for reproducing the correct ground state energy is already omitted in the definition (8) of H. Predicting the ground state energy is beyong the scope of the effective low-energy model.
V. DYNAMICS A. Dynamical diagonalization
The second ingredient for calculating F Q is the dynamical state vector Ψ Q evolving according to the Schrödinger equation (2) . Remarkably, the dynamics described by this equation is integrable, in the sense that the operator Ĥ Q − i F ∂ Q can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation analogous to the transformation (13):
Here C ′ is a c-number which will be omitted in what follows,Ŷ
and the coefficients β q Q satisfy the differential equation
The key insight behind the dynamical diagonalization is
is a c-number, and therefore
is linear in boson operators and has the same structure as Y Q and interaction term of the Hamiltonian (8) .
In order to satisfy the initial condition of the Schrödinger equation (3) we supplement the differential equation (20) with the initial condition
Eq. (20) can be solved in quadratures, with the result (18) entails that the dynamical state of the system evolves according to
where an irrelevant c-number phase factor is omitted.
B. Dynamics of adiabatic fidelity
With Φ Q and Ψ Q in hand, we are prepared to proceed to calculating the adiabatic fidelity. Substituting eqs. (17) and (24) into the definition (4) and applying the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, we obtain
VI. RESULTS
A. Adiabatic fidelity and adiabatic mean free path
In principle, eqs. (25) along with eqs. (16) and (23) allows one to calculate F Q for any values of parameters within the validity range of the model (8) . However, a further asymptotic analysis is required to reveal the scaling properties of F (Q). Here we present the main results of such an analysis, referring the reader to Appendix B for details.
The asymptotic behavior of the adiabatic fidelity in the limit of large system size depends on how the force F N scales with N . Before turning to a general case, we consider an important special case of the force independent from the system size. In this case we obtain
with
This is the leading term of the double asymptotic expansion of log F Q in the limit of
where the limit 28 is taken first. Quite remarkably, the force does not enter eq. (26). In fact, the adiabatic fidelity follows the orthogonality catastrophe overlap, F Q ≃ C Q ≡ | Φ 0 |Φ Q | 2 , in accordance with the scenario described in ref. [8] . One can obtain eq. (26) without solving the Schrödinger equation (2) by calculating the orthogonality overlap | Φ 0 |Φ Q | 2 and applying the general result of ref. [8] , as detailed in Appendix C. However, this method is applicable in a superficially narrow range of Q which shrinks when N grows, Q = o (1) . Solving the dynamical problem shows that the validity range of the approximation F Q ≃ C Q appears to be larger than that guaranteed by the rigorous result of ref. [8] -analogous conclusions has been made on the basis of explicit solutions of other models [8] .
Now we turn to a more general case when the force F N can vanish with the system size, but not faster than 1/N . In this case one needs to consider separately two ranges of Q:
where ξ is given by eq. (27) . One can see from the first line of eq. (30) that for small momenta the result coincides with those of eq. (26) and, in fact, again can be obtained by the method of ref. [8] without considering dynamics, see Appendix C. Solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation explicitly is mandatory for obtaining the expression for larger momenta (the second line of eq. (30)). Observe that the latter expression manifestly depends on the force.
One can easily find the adiabatic mean free path, Q * , from eq. (30):
Again, solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is essential for obtaining the second line of this expression, while the first line is obtained in ref.
[1] without considering dynamics. Eq. (31) implies that
is a necessary asymptotic condition for the many-body adiabaticity. While the scaling F N = O(1/N ) is beyond the range of validity of eq. (31), the second line of this equation indicates that the condition (32) can be also sufficient for adiabaticity. This is indeed the case, as is proven in Appendix D. Thus, we establish eq. (32) as a necessary and sufficient condition for adiabaticity in the driven impurity-fluid system in the large system size limit. At this point it is worth to comment on the results of ref. [1] where we have studied adiabaticity breakdown in the integrable impurity-fluid system by the method of ref. [8] . Integrability allowed us to calculate C Q explicitly and establish a necessary adiabatic condition F N ≤ O(1/ log N ). Obviously, the result (32) of the present paper is much stronger. However, the analysis of a microscopic integrable model retains its value since it underpins the effective model (8) and illustrates how the phenomenological parameters of the effective model are related to microscopic parameters. We present this analysis in Appendix E. A particularly interesting conclusion from this analysis is that the result of calculation of C Q within the integrable model and within the effective model (8) coincide for all Q, not just within the conservative validity range (12) . This indicates that the actual validity range of the effective treatment can be larger.
B. Experimental implication
Damped oscillations of an impurity particle driven through a 1D quantum fluid were observed in a recent experiment [22] , where a quantum fluid consisted of N ≃ 60 Cesium atoms and the force was equal to 1/3 of the gravitational force. In this experiment the adiabaticity faded away on a time scale smaller than one period of oscillations. This was clear from the direct numerical simulation of the experimental setting which showed the increase of the energy of the system above the ground state energy already during the first half-period of oscillations [22] . We confirm this conclusion by calculating the adiabatic mean free path according to eq. (31), which appears to be around k F throughout the whole range of experimental conditions.
One may wonder whether it is possible to achieve truly adiabatic regime of oscillations experimantally by e.g. applying a smaller force. Our analysis indicates that this can be challenging. The reason is that in practice the spatial amplitude of oscillations is limited by the size of the quasi-1D optical cigar-shaped trap. It is easy to see that this amplitude is inversly proportional to the force. This constrains the force to satisfy F N k 3 F /(2πm * N ), where m * is the effective mass of the impurity of the fluid. This can be only marginally consistent with the adiabsatic condition (32) . Therefore demonstrating adiabatic regime of oscillations experimentally would require an extremely careful choice of the driving force -not too high to sustain adiabaticity but not too low to keep the spatial amplitude of oscillations within the trap size.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
To summarize, we have analyzed the dynamics of the adiabatic fidelity, F Q , in a one-dimensional impurityfluid system where a force applied to the impurity pulls the latter through the fluid. We have employed an effective low-energy theory which enabled us to find explicit expressions for F Q and the adiabatic mean free path, Q * , in terms of the size of the system and the effective parameters of the fluid and the impurity-fluid coupling. Our results imply that the state vector of the impurityfluid system completely departs from the instantaneous ground state already for acquired momenta which are vanishingly small in thermodynamic limit, unless the force scales down with the system size as 1/N or faster. This dramatically improves the necessary adiabatic condition F N ≤ O(1/ log N ) obtained previously [1] .
The assumption of many-body adiabaticity underlay the reasoning of refs. [9] [10] [11] which lead to the prediction of quasi-Bloch oscillations. The bound proved in ref. [1] on the basis of a general necessary adiabatic condition [8] made clear that this assumption failed in the thermodynamic limit. However, the slow (logarithmic) scaling of this bound left open the possibility that adiabatic quasiBloch oscillations can be realized in a fairly large, though finite, system. Our present analysis reveals that this is, in fact, quite challenging: the established true 1/N scaling of the force is in tension with the need to keep the spatial amplitude of oscillation within the size of the trap.
It should be emphasized that while many-body adiabaticity would be sufficient to ensure universal quasiBloch oscillations in a driven 1D impurity-fluid system, adiabaticity breakdown is not necessarily fatal for oscillations. Quite the contrary, the existence of non-adiabatic quasi-Bloch oscillations is confirmed experimentally [22] as well as theoretically by perturbative [12] and numerical [22] calculations. However, the non-adiabatic quasiBloch oscillations are non-universal. For example, in the case of weak impurity-fluid coupling the oscillations are present in the thermodynamic limit for heavy impurities and absent for light impurities [12, 14] . Further studies are required to establish conditions for oscillations in the non-adiabatic regime beyond the case of weak impurityfluid coupling.
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Unitary transformation
Unitary transformation generated by W defined by eq. 
As a consequence,
and
withĤ d given by eq. (14) and the constant C given by
The last term in eq. (A5) vanishes when one chooses coefficients α q Q according to (16) . In this case
Ground state
Eigenstates of the diagonalized Hamiltonian (14) do not depend on Q and read
where |{n q } is an eigenstate of the oscillator part of (14) with n q bosons for each q, while |K is the state of the impurity with momentum K. The eigenvalues of the hamiltonian and the total momentum read, respectively
|q| n q , +C and (A9)
We wish to find the minimal eigenenergy E {nq},K for a given total momentum P tot {nq},K . To this end we introduce
and rewrite eqs. (A9) and (A10) as, respectively,
This leads to
(A14) Since two last terms in this equation are nonnegative while C is the same for all {n q } and K, the r.h.s. of eq. (A14) has minimum at P + = P − = 0. Hence the ground state ofĤ d for a given value of the total momentum reads |vac, P tot , where |vac is |{n q } with all n q = 0, and the ground state Φ Q ofĤ Q is given by eq. (17) .
We note that
Appendix B: Asymptotic analysis
From eqs. (25) and (23) one gets
(B2) and
Here Ci stands for the cosine integral function and we use an arbitrary momentum cutoff
If one takes u = k F , as we do in the rest of the paper, then M = (N + 1)/2. Note that
We analyze the asymptotic behavior of the r.h.s. of eq. (B2) in two opposite limits. The first one is
which is equivalent to Q ≪ F N /(v s k F ). In this case one gets
Observe that only the leading term is cutoff-independent. The second limit is
which is equivalent to Q ≫ F N /(v s k F ). In this case the cutoff-dependent part of the r.h.s. of eq. (B2) is vanishingly small,
We find it convenient to further expand the cutoffindependent part of eq. (B2) in φ ± to obtain
Now we can substitute the asymptotic expansions (B7) and (B10) to eq. (B1). Since the adiabaticity breaks down already for Q/k F = o(1), it is reasonable to further expand all functions in the integrand in eq. (B1) over Q ′ and Q ′′ . This finally leads to eq. (30). 
This is done with the help of the relation
valid for arbitrary α and α ′ . We calculate log C Q explicitly by substituting the expression (16) for α q Q in eq. (C1), expanding the latter in Q and performing the sum over q. This way we obtain in the leading order the r.h.s. of eq. (26).
Relation between the adiabaticity and the orthogonality catastrophe
We wish to establish that C Q ≃ F Q in the limit of large N . The rigorous form of this relation was proven in ref. [8] . In the considered case it reads For the sake of such a proof we take the integral in eq. (23) by parts. Importantly, this produces the factor F N /q which eventually does the job. This way for q > 0 one estimates
(D2) does not depend on q and is finite in the thermodynamic limit. Here the sign in A ± Q and δ ± Q is the same as the sign of q. The sum over positive q in eq. (25) is bounded from above according to
and the sum over negative q is constrained analogously. Here ζ(3) is the Riemann zeta function. This proves that whenever
the adiabatic fidelity is bounded from below,
Appendix E: Integrable model: consistency check
Here we consider a microscopic integrable impurityfluid model. The model consists of N fermions and a single impurity particle with a mass m equal to the mass of a fermion. Fermions do not interact with each other but couple to the impurity via the repulsive contact potential. The Hamiltonian readŝ
where Q = F t is the impulse of the force, X and x j are the coordinates of the impurity and the j'th fermion respectively and g > 0 is the impurity-fluid coupling. For a fixed Q the model (E1) is integrable as shown by McGuire [30] . In fact, this model is one of the simplest models solvable via the Bethe ansatz: Its eigenfunction can be expressed through (N + 1) × (N + 1) Slatterlike determinants [32, 33] . For this reason it has been possible to obtain a wealth of analytical results and to gain a number of deep insights into the physics of the model [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Although this model is a special case of the Yang-Gaudin model [39, 40] , it might deserve a separate name -McGuire model -due to its conceptual importance.
The integrability of the model enabled us to apply the technique of ref. [8] and relate the adiabaticity breakdown to the orthogonality catastrophe in ref. [1] . Here we focus on the relation between the microscopic model (E1) to the effective model (8) . Our aim is to underpin the effective model (8) and better understand its validity range. In what follows the notations and conventions follow refs. [37, 38] .
First, we would like to relate the effective scattering phases in eq. (8) to the microscopic scattering phases of the Bethe ansatz [38] ,
where v s is the Fermi velocity in the present context and the parameter Λ can be found from the equation [ 
To do this we consider the overlap
between the ground state Φ Q and the noninteracting ground state Φ Q of the impurity-fluid system. C Q can be calculated both in the microscopic model (E1) [34] 
respectfully. These two equations are compatible when
Now we turn to the orthogonality overlap of interest, C Q . We have calculated it within the McGuire model in a similar manner as in ref. [34] , with the result
where O(1) refers to the limit of N → ∞. After accounting for eq. (E7) and expanding in small Q this result agrees with eq. (26) . It should be emphasised that this agreement is not limited to small Q but takes place in the whole Brillouin zone, −k F < Q < k F . This indicates that the actual range of validity of the effective model can span well beyond the conservative condition (12) . This agreement also suggests that the boson operators a q , a
